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This collection is packed with word search puzzles of all challenge levels and makes an ideal gift
or stocking stuffer for any fan of puzzles and brain games.

About the AuthorTribune Content Agency distributes media products in a variety of languages
and formats, including news, comic strips, television listings, and other information services, to
international publications. It is based in Chicago, Illinois.
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Christina, “Great book for hours of entertainment!. I can't believe how hard it is to find a decent
puzzle book in the stores. I guess everyone is even doing puzzles electronically now. I like to
take a break from the electronics. I can do a word search puzzle and still be aware of what's
going on around me and I can stop in the middle of one easily. I like the size of this book, it's
easy to take with me. I like the quality of the pages - not the cheap paper that rips when you write
on it and you can't see through it. I love the spiral binding as it makes it easier to handle the book
- half the book gets tucked out of your way unlike traditional book binding. None of the spiral
bound word search products have a picture of their inside pages to see the layout, so I'm posting
one. I would find this helpful when selecting a book. This book is not described as a large print
book, but the print is pretty large. I wish the grids were larger - more columns & rows would be
nice and the word list print was a bit smaller. I think a larger grid would be more challenging.
Overall, this is a nice book at a great price for 300 puzzles...check the prices at your local store
for cheap, poor books with not many puzzles in it. I'll definitely buy a different book of the same
style when I complete this one.”

Skimmer, “Good Format, But Somewhat Boring. I like many things about this volume. It is a
good size, the spiral binding is helpful, the print is dark and large enough for older eyes, the
paper quality is good. I'm only in about 25 searches, so don't know if they will grow more
challenging, but so far I am finding them not as interesting as those in another puzzle collection
book. That was my first experience with doing many word searches. Each puzzle had several
categories of words, with only the first word in a category given, and thereafter you had to
discover them on your own, and check off your progress in boxes provided for each category.
However, that book was thick, cumbersome, smaller, fainter print, on newsprint paper. So even
though I found the puzzles more interesting, the rest of the experience was not nearly as nice as
this little volume. I'm wishing to find something that combines the virtues of both. I am 74, post-
cataract surgeries, with some disabilities, so use my review with that in mind.”

Missey, “Easy to use and see the puzzles.. Love this puzzle book. Easy to use and see each
puzzle on one page.”

Karen A. Sifontes, “My OTR trucker son is happy with this book.. Bought this for my son for
Christmas, he is a OTR trucker and loves doing word search puzzles. He was so happy to get it
for when is on the road. It gives him something to do other than read books all the time. I will
definitely purchase some of these other books for him. Very nice book, has a lot of puzzles in it
with different degrees of challange. The spiral binding is great because it lays flat on the table.
The book is small enough to make it easy to put away when not in use.”

Love to cook!, “Mega wordsearch collection by Paragon. This is a really great and loaded word



search book. Purchased the spiral bound product which makes doing the puzzles book easy to
handle.Paragon is a great work search book company...love large # of word searchs and a
bargain price.”

D-M-R, “Mom and Dad love these books!. Mom and Dad love these books!PROS:~Spiral-bound
book makes it very user-friendly!~Good-quality paper! Erases nicely, should the need arise,
with no rips or weird smudges!~Lots of puzzles!My parents highly recommend these puzzle
books!”

Garry, “wordsearch book. just what I wanted, cheers.”

lindelewis, “Keeping occupied.. Great Fun. All three books are keeping my husband busy as he
recovers from surgery.”

Manuela (Mandy) Heinen, “Excellent quality'n. My elderly mom loves these!!”

Peter Nickerson, “Five Stars. Stimulating and fun, very pleased”

Jacqueline C., “Five Stars. Good puzzle book...”

The book by Parragon Books has a rating of  5 out of 4.6. 128 people have provided feedback.
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